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Abstract
For the banking crisis contagion problem on the Financial Engineering, a crisis contagion dynamic model is proposed for the 
banking network based on the Complex Network of latest System Engineering theory. The model combines the contagion 
process of risk, the network structural features and the behavior characteristics of banking crisis. Contagion dynamics simulation 
and analysis are made for this model, and a conclusion is draw that the ultimate number of the immune state banks in the crisis 
banking network depends on contagion probability and network structure. Finally, we discuss that the role of contagion threshold
value for the immune strategy for crisis contagion in the banking network, which are important for control the extent of crisis 
contagion.
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1. Introduction
Over these years, the banking crisis is always concerned as a global subject on the Financial Engineering by 
many economists. Their research focus on the economic cycle, monetary crisis, credit crisis, the innovation cycle, 
excessive debt, psychological economic cycle, macroeconomic fundamentals, financial panic, adverse selection, 
moral hazard, the international balance of payments theory and so on[1-3]. This paper attempts to use complex 
network of latest Systems Engineering theory to model the commercial banking system, transmission process and 
the contagion effect of the dynamic behavior of the single banking crisis are described in the entire banking network, 
the process of bank contagion macro-structure of banking network and individual microscopic behavior of banks are 
analyzed in a complex network, it is verified that the structure determines function and behavior in the complex 
systems. Based on the research of transmission mechanism of the banking crisis, combining with risk management 
theory, crisis management strategy is proposed for the contagion of commercial banks crisis.
2. Crisis contagion dynamic model of banking network 
In medical research model, for the complex network with structure determined, it has been widely discussed how 
the virus spreads and whether there is an effective way to prevent or control the timing and extent of its spread. An 
important model is the susceptible, infected and recovered states model (SIR). The SIR model has such a rule: the 
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infected nodes can become recovered state by recovery of itself or loss the interest of spread[4,5]. Once a node is in 
the recovered state, it will be removed from the network. Benefit from this ideas, we can assume a SIR model for 
Crisis contagion dynamic model of banking network. There are three states of the bank in this model as following.
1) Susceptible state
These banks may be the birthplace of the crisis, it can be affected by the crisis of other banks, Which also 
occurred the crisis[6,7].
2) Infected state
Because of these itself problems existing in the bank, its special position in the banking network structure, and 
regular business with other banks, they are easily spread by the banking crisis of other bank, there is the possibility 
of banking crisis[8].
3) Recovered state
This kind of banks include two meanings: one is that it is difficult to be spread by the related banking crisis 
because of its good management. Second is that the may have been infected crisis by other related bank, but because 
of its excellent crisis management mechanisms, these banks are able to quickly overcome the banking crisis, and
after the end of crisis, these banks can learn lessons from the experienced , almost are no longer endangered by the 
crisis.
In SIR model, an important parameter is the range of infection, that is how many people are infected in the period 
when the virus spreads ultimately. When the infection rate is 1, there are always part of nodes that are infected in the 
experiment; but when the infection rate is not 1, it is need to research that if this result is applicable to transmission
of the crisis and the relationship the ultimate number of bank infected between the structure of the network. In 
reality, the structures of most of the complex network grow over time increase. This can lead to the redistribution of 
connections of nodes and average degree <k> change, because the average degree <k> represents the density of 
network connections, and P (k) describes the network structure. This paper will discuss these two factors on range of 
infection and time of propagation of the banking crisis for banking network.
Following a non-homogeneous mode of complex banking network will be built. Assumed in the initial state, the 
network has N nodes of banks, then in each unit time period, the bank will increase a new bank node with m 
connections in the banking network. That is, the new bank node connected to m other banking nodes. Let i
denote probability that bank i makes business with a new bank, P is the probability that new banking makes business 
with existing banks. You can get the following formula.
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Therefore, (1-P) is the probability that a new banking node is preferred to connect with the existing banks the 
chance, and when P = 1, this model will be a random bank network model, and when P = 0, this bank network 
model will become close to the classic BA model. Thus, P reflects the approach and contribution that the new node 
added to the existing bank network, we get the degree distribution model of non-homogeneous complex network as 
follows:
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3. Contagion dynamics analysis base on complex banking network model
As the previous section we assume that there are N banks in the banking networks. At the beginning, only one 
bank occurs crisis, other banks are in a infected state. This crisis is spread from this bank through in probabilityO ,
there O is infection probability for the banking crisis. The infected Bank can be transformed into recovered state in 
probability P , or removed from the network. When P = 1, in the case, as time goes on continuously, the banking 
crisis will continue to expand the scope of infection, which the infected bank is increasing, until it reaches threshold 
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of the bank network. That is all the banks are infected or recovered state, there is no susceptible state bank in the 
banking network, infection process is complete.
During the infection time t, a susceptible may become to infected state, and then become to the recovered state. 
Therefore, the recovered state banks have been increased in the whole process. The final number of the recovered 
state banks denotes a range of banking crisis infection. With three functions of time s (t), I (t) and R (t), respectively, 
denote the proportion under three states in the bank network, and S (t) + I (t) + R (t) = 1. Using mean-field method 
for processing the three functions, obtained s (t), I (t) and R (t) the evolution equation:
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Which kE denotes a probability that the connection is selected to a crisis bank. Supposing ¦ ! '
' )'()'('
k
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tIkpkE , 
initially each node has the same chance to spread the bank crisis, so the distribution of banks that will cause crisis 
will be uniform, ie.
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Integrating for evolution equation S (t),I (t) and R (t)on both sides, the following equation can be Obtained :
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Considering the evolution of )(tI , the following equation can be obtained:
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When the infection process is end, t=T, and 0
)(  
dt
tdI , so it can be get as following:
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For a certain banking network, the degree distribution is certain, we can get it that )(tI is non-linear increase 
withO from the above derive, and the range infected R of banking crisis is also non-linear increase with. In order to 
observe scaling in the rate equation, we introduce k
J
, and
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. We can see that is
proportional to O and k, and this relationship is established for different k values. Considering special the 
circumstances of the equation, when )(TRk is the time constant, it can be assumed that the banking network is a
homogeneous network. Since we need to study the non-homogeneous network of banks, taking the bank into 
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account from one state to another state, the degree of their connection must be considered. That is, the impact of the 
probability of changing k, is
w o and riwo should be expressed as ),( ktw iso and ),( ktw rio . 
And therefore, 
Wk is
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It can be obtained as following Based on mean-field equation:
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Since network of banks that we assume is a non-homogeneous, so the final transmission range of banking crisis R
depends on the initial state of the banking crisis of the bank. If the degree of bank is a large, R also will be large. As
following we will investigate relationship between range of banking crisis infection R, crisis infection 
probabilityO and the average degree of banking networks <k>. Set the size of the banking network N = 2000, p = 0, 
crisis infection probabilities are respectively 1O = 0.7, 2O = 0.5, 3O = 0.3; network average degrees are respectively
<k1> = 9, <k2> = 6, <k3> = 3, simulation results were obtained respectively as Fig.1.
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Fig.1. The simulation of bank contagion scope
Obviously, for different <k> value, the last proportion of the banks in immune state change with crisis infection rateO , and for different values 
of O , the last proportion of bank in the immune state R change with <k >, and R non-linear increase relationship between these two parameters.
From the above we can see, the ultimate number of the bank in immune status depends on the crisis infection rate  
O and network structure p. We found through simulation results, R increases with p, that is a random bank network 
more vulnerable than scale-free bank network to occur the infection behavior of the banking crisis, communication 
range is more wider. This is because there are many banks with small degree in the scale-free network, which these 
banks may be difficultly affected by the crisis.
4. Infection threshold and immune strategy base on complex banking network model
In classical communication theory, there is a more than zero infection threshold cO on the transmission network.
when infection probability cOO ! , the infection behavior will not end; when cOO  , infection behavior will end. 
Here we will analyze the infection threshold on the scale-free banking network.
Define the relative density
)(tkU is the probability that a bank with degree k is infected, it's mean-field 
equation as following:
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Considering recovery velocity nodes in the network of bank and ignore higher order terms, ))(( tkUT represents 
the probability that a node affected by the crisis of banks connected to other banks with any business. Given the 
stable value ))(( tkUT as kU , set 0)())(()](1[   tttk kkk UUTUO , then the following formula can be derived:
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This indicates that the higher the node bank, the higher the probability infected. The nature of the non-
homogeneous network must be taken into account. For scale-free banking network that the degree of different nodes
is not related, because the probability that any one given edge connects to the bank with degree s can be expressed 
as !k
ssP )(
, so is:
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Here, there is a trivial solution forT , T = 0; If this equation have a nontrivial solution T , The following 
inequality must be satisfied:
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Thus, the infection threshold c
O
for scale-free banking network can be get, 
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When there occurs crisis infection In the banking network, usually rescue is required for the banks that may 
subject to crisis to reduce the crisis infection effect in the entire banking network. Obviously, the effect is not 
different from banks which are rescued. If we want to make the immune aid selectively, then we need to take some 
sort of target immunization strategy, if we do not choose to carry out rescue immunity, the immunization strategy is 
random immunization strategy. Of course, the random immunization strategy is also a special target immunization 
strategy, but it is only a random selection of targets for immunization.
Random immunization strategy is that a part of network nodes are completely random selected for immunity. The 
same immunization strategy is be used on nodes with different degree. Define the density of immune banks node
as U , the effective infection probability becomes )1( UO  , the random immune threshold is
O
OU cc  1 , while 
the steady-state infection density as following:
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Random immunization strategy is that a part of network nodes are completely random selected for immunity. The 
same immunization strategy is be used on nodes with different degree. Define the density of immune banks node
as U , the effective infection probability becomes )1( UO  , the random immune threshold is
O
OU cc  1 , while 
the steady-state infection density as following:
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Because of non-homogeneity of scale-free networks, people usually immune few node with large degree. On the 
BA scale-free networks, the corresponding target immune threshold mec
OU
2| : This shows that the infection 
probability is even very large, we can get a much smaller immune threshold relative to the random immune. Small 
threshold means the banking crisis infection can be prevented successfully by immunizing the small number of 
degrees with large degree. Therefore, in this immunization strategies goal, we follow the principle of descending, 
select the banks that assets is large  and credit lending relationship is close each other to immunize, because it could 
be significant impact on the banking network when they are crisis.
5. conclusion
The banking crisis contagion problem is a key problem on the Financial Engineering, as the infectious crisis will 
cause the bank crashes, or even the collapse of the entire financial system. For this problem, crisis contagion 
dynamic model is proposed for the banking network based on the Complex Network of latest System Engineering
theory. The model combines the risk infection process, the network structural features and the behaviour
characteristics of banks. Contagion dynamics simulation and analysis were made on this model, and a conclusion is 
draw that the ultimate number of the immune state banks in the crisis banking network depends on infection 
probability and network structure. Finally, we discuss that the role of infection threshold for the immune strategy 
response to crisis infection in the banking network, which strategies is important for control the extent of crisis 
contagion. The further research work will be how to abstract out the banking network model that is more similar to 
the reality banking system and complete the relevant empirical tests.
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